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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Two hours to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk about the strangest #migraine experiences you’ve had! From triggers, to cravings, to the
strangest place you’ve had to manage an attack. Bring your best stories! Qs & tips for participating are posted here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/TgU3HPfyGS 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk about the strangest #migraine experiences you’ve had! From triggers, to
cravings, t… 

Montefiore Health System @MontefioreNYC 
In 5 minutes, join Headache Fellowship Director & Neurologist @cynarmandmd for today's #MigraineChat about the strangeness of
#migraine! Follow along using #MigraineChat. @beth_morton https://t.co/nsQkMG5F50 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: Don’t miss the #MigraineChat today at 1pm EST! @beth_morton https://t.co/EzCdQkTXr3 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MontefioreNYC: In 5 minutes, join Headache Fellowship Director & Neurologist @cynarmandmd for today's #MigraineChat
about the strangene… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Don't forget! This Monday (Sept 7th @ 1p ET)! Bring your best stories about the weird and wild #migraine
symptoms, trigg… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
Hi Friends! I’m joining the #MigraineChat today at 1pm EST with @beth_morton. Come follow along! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to today's #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me. I hope you are all doing as well as possible! If you are
participating for the first time, please review the chat tips & guidelines: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
#MigraineChat with @beth_morgan starting in 5..6..7..8…go! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your host,
tweeting from Vermont. I’m trying to enjoy a bit of a staycation this week. I can not believe summer is almost over! 

#migrainechat Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #migrainechat  hashtag.  

Mon, September 7th 2020, 10:55AM  – Wed, September 9th 2020, 11:55PM  (America/New_York).  

See #migrainechat Influencers/Analytics.
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to today's #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me. I hope you are all doing as well as
possible! I… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Two hours to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk about the strangest #migraine experiences you’ve had! From triggers, to
cravings, t… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: #MigraineChat with @beth_morgan starting in 5..6..7..8…go! 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here for today’s #MigraineChat? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m
Beth, you… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to today's #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me. I hope you are all doing as well as
possible! I… 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Helloooo! I’m Alex and wow am I glad there’s a chat today, just what I need to occupy my mind. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton I’m here! Joining from Big RockCandy Mountain in NM. Sorry to miss last month, Beth. ♥  #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Sari from Boston where I have declared today movie day. I'm pausing my marathon to eat lunch and join
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@cynarmandmd Welcome, Dr. Armand!! I'm and so excited you are joining us for #MigraineChat today! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Helllloooo! So glad you're here for #MigraineChat, Alex. 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
@beth_morton Hi! Dr. Armand here! #neurologist & #headache specialist @MontefioreNYC #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Alexandria_SZ Oh, no problem AT ALL. Thanks for being here today! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @cynarmandmd Welcome, Dr. Armand!! I'm and so excited you are joining us for #MigraineChat today! 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: @beth_morton Hi! Dr. Armand here! #neurologist & #headache specialist @MontefioreNYC #MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Reminders: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. (or quote tweet). (2)
Always include the #MigraineChat hashtag! It makes following the conversation easier & ensures your tweets make the transcript. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics. Share only what is comfortable for you. Also, don’t use flashing
GIFs or media. They can be #migraine triggers for some. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
♥  #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Reminders: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc.
(or quo… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing health-related topics. Share only what is comfortable for you. Also,
don… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton I'm Katie, in the UK, where socks and jumpers are back on the agenda! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Last thing, a new caution for today: we’re going to talk about all the strange stuff that comes with #migraine. Let’s try our best to avoid
intentionally using ableist terms (e.g., "crazy"). Not familiar with the term ableist? https://t.co/ESt8CCvzTC #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Last thing, a new caution for today: we’re going to talk about all the strange stuff that comes with #migraine. Let’s
try… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@fabriKatie @beth_morton Ours will be by mid-week. Nights are already chilly #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Last thing, a new caution for today: we’re going to talk about all the strange stuff that comes with #migraine. Let’s
try… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Hi, Katie! Happy to "see" you, but I have mixed feelings about sock and jumper season. #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce  @lisa3pierce
@cynarmandmd @beth_morton Hi friends! I'm Lisa from Oregon. Chronic migraine- livin' life with an ice pack (but finally approved for
Ajovy so ) #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. Do you have an unusual #migraine trigger(s)? Please share! Can you manage it in any way? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/BQ6gxrYwX6 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Do you have an unusual #migraine trigger(s)? Please share! Can you manage it in any way? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SMauro1622 @HemingwayMuse I just watched Knives Out. SOOOO good. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@beth_morton Hi, I’m D, baking and knitting and joining the chat from Florida. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@lisa3pierce @cynarmandmd Hi Lisa! Hooray for Ajovy approval. So hoping you get good results. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. The smell of cooking molasses! It triggers a migraine and a stomach ache. Best management is to allow my mom
to prep our homemade granola that uses it while I’m elsewhere. #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce  @lisa3pierce
@beth_morton A1. THE UNKNOWN #MigraineChat https://t.co/6kkX2QKyya 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A1. The smell of cooking molasses! It triggers a migraine and a stomach ache. Best
management is to allow… 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
A1. Triptans  and some GI medications. Which are the worst as when I was first getting dx'ed, I was always getting triptans as first
response. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @lisa3pierce: @beth_morton A1. THE UNKNOWN #MigraineChat https://t.co/6kkX2QKyya 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @OwlJourney: A1. Triptans  and some GI medications. Which are the worst as when I was first getting dx'ed, I was always
getting triptans… 

Lisa Slevin Pierce  @lisa3pierce
@OwlJourney Noooo! Triptans as a trigger is just plain cruel  #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. I'm gonna go with "multi-stage plans". Where you have to flit from one thing to another [e.g. when travelling]. Different from bog
standard stress. I think it's about the lack of control. Perhaps not that unusual but hard to define. #MigraineChat. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Bowie655321 Welcome! And I love fall. I just hate what comes next! (Why do I live in Vermont?) #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A1. The smell of cooking molasses! It triggers a migraine and a stomach ache. Best
management is to allow… 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A1: Most migraine meds trigger or worsen migraines for me. Doctors always say “It’s not supposed to do that” and move on to the
next med. I manage that by not trying any new meds in the last few years #MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@lisa3pierce I agree! It was the worst! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A1. I'm gonna go with "multi-stage plans". Where you have to flit from one thing to another [e.g. when travelling].
Differe… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@fabriKatie I have this, too. Instant trigger. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: A1: Most migraine meds trigger or worsen migraines for me. Doctors always say “It’s not supposed to do that”
and move on… 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Never mind- was about to send you my famous ginger/molasses cookies! (or when it's cooked it's
okay??) #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've come across so many
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
Can I manage it in any way? By preparing for and controlling the things that I can and trying to let the rest wash over me. Hard when I
don't really understand it. #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton @SMauro1622 @HemingwayMuse Ooo must watch! I thought I'd seen all the movies! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: Can I manage it in any way? By preparing for and controlling the things that I can and trying to let the rest wash over
me.… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@cynarmandmd Great reminder and distinction. Thank you! #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A1. I don't know how "unusual" but with the start of the pandemic I've learned how big a trigger public transit (possibly
just the subway??) is for me. Not commuting for the last 6 months has done more for my migraines than literally anything else.
#MigraineChat 

Bookworm Yogi - Copyeditor ~on medical leave @bookworm_yogi 
A1. Flashing lights. Think disco balls. But what can get me are emergency lights at night. Not good for driving #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. What is your strangest #migraine prodrome symptom (i.e., warning sign of an impending migraine attack)? What about your
strangest migraine symptom in general? #MigraineChat https://t.co/ha1OTlCKBe 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @SMauro1622: @beth_morton A1. I don't know how "unusual" but with the start of the pandemic I've learned how big a trigger
public transi… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
@fabriKatie A1:It’s so hard to practice trigger management. You are doing your best! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @bookworm_yogi: A1. Flashing lights. Think disco balls. But what can get me are emergency lights at night. Not good for driving

#Migr… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is your strangest #migraine prodrome symptom (i.e., warning sign of an impending migraine attack)?
What about y… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton Oh yes this is huge! Back when I worked I always tried to live within a few blocks of my job for this
exact reason. Also makes getting home quick when an attack comes on much easier. #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A1:part of trigger management is being on a good #migraine preventive. #MigraineChat 

polterzeitgeist @poultryofperil 
@beth_morton A1. I don't know if it qualifies as unusual? But laying on my stomach for more than 2-3 seconds tends to set me off
pretty hard. I mostly just...try not to, so it means modified exercise and just keeping my Zembrace shots handy after a PT
appointment. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: the scent of some high-end perfumes will trigger an instant attack. I avoid going into Sephora or dept stores with
perfume counters, but I can't do anything about strangers wearing them around me. #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Overheating, the smell of certain chemical cleaners and shampoos, I had to tell my vet to wash the dogs with something else, over
indulging in sugar, tight hairstyles or headbands, wearing earbuds. All mostly avoidable. At least sometimes. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is your strangest #migraine prodrome symptom (i.e., warning sign of an impending migraine attack)?
What about y… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A1:It’s so hard to practice trigger management. At times triggers are things we enjoy, like certain foods, or things we cannot control.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A2: I “hear” low-volume talk radio / podcasts during an aura. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. Prodrome would be the night before I have the strongest desire for cuddles and just being as cozy as possible.
Almost without fail I wake up and have a horrible migraine the next day. #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton Honestly "crazy" is the hardest, most used term! I sometimes have to refer to my ableist replacement glossary (need
to find the link to cite/credit) #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @poultryofperil: @beth_morton A1. I don't know if it qualifies as unusual? But laying on my stomach for more than 2-3 seconds
tends to s… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@grrlintersect Yes! Similarly, I bought those stretchy "yoga" headbands and some are too tight. They trigger a headache and/or full
migraine attack if I'm not careful. #MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A1: the scent of some high-end perfumes will trigger an instant attack. I avoid going into Sephora
or dept stor… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
approvals bring out my happy dance! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: Overheating, the smell of certain chemical cleaners and shampoos, I had to tell my vet to wash the dogs with
something e… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:It’s so hard to practice trigger management. At times triggers are things we enjoy, like certain foods, or things
we ca… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A2. Prodrome would be the night before I have the strongest desire for cuddles and just being
as cozy as po… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SMauro1622 @lisa3pierce @HemingwayMuse Oh, yeah, good call on the content warning. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton This has reminded me that I could probably list "London" as a trigger (sorry London). I don't go often
and I don't know if it's the journey or the environment once I'm there but it definitely has an impact. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @grrlintersect Yes! Similarly, I bought those stretchy "yoga" headbands and some are too tight. They trigger a
headache an… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton @grrlintersect Same. #MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
A2. Hyperactivity (I have times where I start running in circles, talking extremely fast and more) but hours later I crash hard with an
attack. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@lisa3pierce It is hard to unlearn the use of these terms. I'm still working at it. I just wanted it to be on everyone's radar given the
topic! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @OwlJourney: A2. Hyperactivity (I have times where I start running in circles, talking extremely fast and more) but hours later I
crash… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A2:The prodrome is a distinct phase of #migraine: the premonitory phase, which can include food cravings, mood changes, nausea,
yawning #MigraineChat 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@beth_morton We’re here! A bit late. But here! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @lisa3pierce It is hard to unlearn the use of these terms. I'm still working at it. I just wanted it to be on everyone's
r… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: A2:The prodrome is a distinct phase of #migraine: the premonitory phase, which can include food cravings,
mood changes, na… 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. Cont I’d say symptom wise my strangest and most annoying is how much stronger my hearing is. I hear
everything and it makes living arrangements really frustrating because even small volumes can be bothersome #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A2:Classic article on migraine phases: https://t.co/qQ3hYPkBZo #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@mychronicbrain Hi!!! Glad you're here! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @cynarmandmd: A2:Classic article on migraine phases: https://t.co/qQ3hYPkBZo #MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
A2. (cont. ) Alice in Wonderland symptoms such as the world is too small or im too far away and distorted perception. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton Sure enough this ableism replacement glossary by @autistichoya is the one I've used and forwarded. Really I only
had to read it once- like they say, you can't unsee this #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
Mine, too. #MigraineChat 

Bookworm Yogi - Copyeditor ~on medical leave @bookworm_yogi 
A2. Mental fuzziness is there before an attack, but that may be a normal symptom. Lately, I have been real dizzy with my migraines. I
am trying to do yoga to help with my migraines, but that dang tree pose becomes a fallen log!! #MigraineChat 

High Priestess of Tinsel @Bowie655321 
@beth_morton Q2. I haven’t had a migraine free day for awhile, so it all feels like one big jumble. My strangest symptom is my loss of
grip strength in my right arm. My arm goes numb and I lose almost all usage in it if it’s a bad spike. #migrainechat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Ooo, yes! Sound sensitivity is perhaps my most persistent symptom -- volume, quality, tone,
"color" of sound, I am/become distinctly aware of all of it and it's awful. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. Apologies for the salty language but sometimes I get in a mood that I can only describe as "shitty". No other word for it.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A2. Cont I’d say symptom wise my strangest and most annoying is how much stronger my
hearing is. I hear e… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: A2:Classic article on migraine phases: https://t.co/qQ3hYPkBZo #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @OwlJourney: A2. (cont. ) Alice in Wonderland symptoms such as the world is too small or im too far away and distorted
perception. #Mi… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Prodrome, A tenseness in my back and an almost manic anxiety. In general, more sensitive skin and I bruise more easily.
#MigraineChat 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton Yup!! And it unfortunately isn’t limited anymore to just during attacks. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @lisa3pierce: @beth_morton Sure enough this ableism replacement glossary by @autistichoya is the one I've used and
forwarded. Really I o… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
@beth_morton @grrlintersect Yes...they are meant to be helpful, but usually are not! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Bowie655321: @beth_morton Q2. I haven’t had a migraine free day for awhile, so it all feels like one big jumble. My strangest
symptom… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@cynarmandmd It is. Being chronic and having symptoms every day, I have a hard time knowing my triggers anymore. I go back and
forth on tracking, and sometimes even "cheat" just to give myself a break. It's all a calculated risk (when my trigger "bucket" is
relatively empty). #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @bookworm_yogi: A2. Mental fuzziness is there before an attack, but that may be a normal symptom. Lately, I have been real
dizzy with m… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @fabriKatie: A2. Apologies for the salty language but sometimes I get in a mood that I can only describe as "shitty". No other word
for… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @SMauro1622: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Ooo, yes! Sound sensitivity is perhaps my most persistent symptom --
volume, quality, tone, "co… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. Have you ever heard, smelled, or seen something that wasn’t really there, either before or during a #migraine attack? This might
be part of or separate from migraine aura. What was this like? #MigraineChat https://t.co/f4IGrnm5rR 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: A2. Apologies for the salty language but sometimes I get in a mood that I can only describe as "shitty". No other word
for… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: Prodrome, A tenseness in my back and an almost manic anxiety. In general, more sensitive skin and I bruise more
easily.… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@fabriKatie Ahh I am in this exact mood today #MigraineChat 

Jen ⛄ @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @cynarmandmd It is. Being chronic and having symptoms every day, I have a hard time knowing my triggers
anymore. I go back… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever heard, smelled, or seen something that wasn’t really there, either before or during a #migraine
attack?… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. Warning: contains vomit This is disgusting but sometimes I throw up with such force that it comes out of my nose. Anyone else?
#MigraineChat 
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Bookworm Yogi - Copyeditor ~on medical leave @bookworm_yogi 
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton I get numbness in my pinky and ring finger and the side of my hand. #MigraineChat 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton You should probably mention this one to your doctor. Hemiplegic Migraine can present with weakness
on one side of the body. It’s important to determine since, while treatment isn’t too different, there are a few considerations to talk with
your doctor about! #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever heard, smelled, or seen something that wasn’t really there, either before or during a #migraine
attack?… 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A2. I have a super hard time distinguishing phases, but my weirdest symptom is a hyper-awareness of my
environment (temperature & humidity, mostly). It's kinda my work-related party trick -- I can tell you our storage environment is off
before looking at a monitor. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Oh, ME TOO!! This was me yesterday. I was CRANKY. I think it was prodrome bleeding into migraine starting.
#MigraineChat. 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Very same. I'm so much more prone to sound sensitivity that it's almost surprising when I'm light
sensitive *lolsob* #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3. Not sure if it’s the heightened hearing or what but when the air conditioning is running sometimes I hear music.
The first time it happened I thought an ice cream truck went by and I was disappointed to discover there was no ice cream.
#migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A3: Seen, smelled, heard, felt, tasted things that weren’t there before and during a migraine attack. For years, no doctor listened to
me. When I was 38, one diagnosed hemiplegic migraine. I relaxed after that dx #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @mychronicbrain: @Bowie655321 @beth_morton You should probably mention this one to your doctor. Hemiplegic Migraine can
present with wea… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @SMauro1622: @beth_morton A2. I have a super hard time distinguishing phases, but my weirdest symptom is a hyper-
awareness of my environ… 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
A.2 Burst of focused energy. When I'm cleaning the ceiling fans, it's time to prepare the night stand! Shout out to @MigraineBuddy
(not sponsored😅). I wouldn't even have known that was a *thing* if I hadn't seen it on their list of prodrome symptoms! #MigraineChat 

High Priestess of Tinsel @Bowie655321 
@beth_morton Q3. I don’t think I have. It’s hard to keep track of everything that happens during a migraine spike  #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Jen9Cat Yes, me, both. Socks in summer. And I get very brief, flashy lights. Not exactly aura. #MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
A3. I often hear beeping that is not there, though I do not experience any smell. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A3 OMG I heard an ice cream truck the other day during a migraine and we live on a mountain. And it was the middle of the night 😱
#MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @lisa3pierce: A.2 Burst of focused energy. When I'm cleaning the ceiling fans, it's time to prepare the night stand! Shout out to
@Migra… 

Jen ⛄ @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A3. Flickering lights & TV static over everything. I HATE the TV static as it makes me feel like I'm moving thru water.
Weird smells occasionally. Like bleach or chemicals that aren't there. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: A3 OMG I heard an ice cream truck the other day during a migraine and we live on a mountain. And it was the
middle of th… 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@ElenaSings @beth_morton "Triggered by a flower arangement" is my new fave😅😭 So real #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Jen9Cat: @beth_morton A3. Flickering lights & TV static over everything. I HATE the TV static as it makes me feel like I'm
moving thru… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3 I should add, I am terrified of the ice cream man so sometimes the pain brain is like ooh ice cream other times
hearing it sends me into an absolute panic #MigraineChat 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @cynarmandmd: A2:Classic article on migraine phases: https://t.co/qQ3hYPkBZo #MigraineChat 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @cynarmandmd: A2:The prodrome is a distinct phase of #migraine: the premonitory phase, which can include food cravings,
mood changes, na… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A3:The aura is a distinct phase of #migraine- a typically short-lived reversible neuro symptoms- gradually spreads, can last 5-60min
(or even more!)-usually precedes pain phase of migraine, but can dip into the pain phase #MigraineChat 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is your strangest #migraine prodrome symptom (i.e., warning sign of an impending migraine attack)?
What about y… 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Do you have an unusual #migraine trigger(s)? Please share! Can you manage it in any way? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @cynarmandmd: A3:The aura is a distinct phase of #migraine- a typically short-lived reversible neuro symptoms- gradually
spreads, can la… 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton @Alexandria_SZ @achysmileblog @BreatheMia Whoops. #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A3b:Recognized Aura categories: visual, sensory, motor, speech, brainstem, retinal. Not in the #Aura category? Doesn’t matter! Talk
to your doc! Always let us know #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@Jen9Cat @beth_morton I smell cigarettes, gasoline, gas, something burning before and during a migraine. My therapist pointed out
that those are all kind of dangerous things, but it didn’t change the symptoms #MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @Jen9Cat @beth_morton I smell cigarettes, gasoline, gas, something burning before and during a migraine.
My therapist po… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @lisa3pierce: @ElenaSings @beth_morton "Triggered by a flower arangement" is my new fave😅😭 So real #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Heard and smelled yes, usually cooking or burning smells and droning noises that sometimes sound like voices in another room, I get
flashing lights occasionally but usually it’s that my already unreliable vision becomes less reliable, more shadows and distortion.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A3 I should add, I am terrified of the ice cream man so sometimes the pain brain is like ooh
ice cream othe… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: A3:The aura is a distinct phase of #migraine- a typically short-lived reversible neuro symptoms- gradually
spreads, can la… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A3:I’ve seen a circle of shining aluminum moving across my vision before a migraine attack #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton Yes! There is no "back to normal" any more. The cycles overlap. You are not alone #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Alexandria_SZ @Jen9Cat Oh, wow, that's such an interesting point! Why don't we smell fun stuff? (I smell this stuff, too.)
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: My spine cracks a lot before an attack because my whole back tenses up. I also smell things that don't exist.
#MigraineChat 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
Excellent point by @cynarmandmd 👇 #MigraineChat 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever heard, smelled, or seen something that wasn’t really there, either before or during a #migraine
attack?… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Do you crave anything before, during, or after a #migraine attack? What’s your weirdest craving? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/4eW1deUe2z 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@lisa3pierce @MigraineBuddy I tend to have an attack after a cleaning spree, even when not using chemicals. I've been wondering if
it's that I'm already in the prodrome phase and the urge to clean is the result of that, rather than the cleaning being a trigger.
#MigraineChat 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@lisa3pierce @Bowie655321 @beth_morton Definitely not alone 💜 #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1: Sometimes motion or moving visual cues can trigger my migraine-associated vertigo (MAV). If I can't stop it in
time, that progresses to a migraine. #MIgraineChat I've been exactly 1 place that had designated motion-free benches & trigger
warnings for a movie w sensory cues. 
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Jen ⛄ @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A1. A1. When roads are being tarred. Forget it. 1 whiff and I'm done. #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
RT @lisa3pierce: @ElenaSings @beth_morton "Triggered by a flower arangement" is my new fave😅😭 So real #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: Heard and smelled yes, usually cooking or burning smells and droning noises that sometimes sound like voices in
another… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
RT @Jen9Cat: @beth_morton A3. Flickering lights & TV static over everything. I HATE the TV static as it makes me feel like I'm
moving thru… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: A3:I’ve seen a circle of shining aluminum moving across my vision before a migraine attack #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Do you crave anything before, during, or after a #migraine attack? What’s your weirdest craving?
#MigraineChat https:/… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: A3 OMG I heard an ice cream truck the other day during a migraine and we live on a mountain. And it was the
middle of th… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@beth_morton @Jen9Cat I know, right? #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A2: My spine cracks a lot before an attack because my whole back tenses up. I also smell things
that don't exis… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @mychronicbrain: Excellent point by @cynarmandmd 👇 #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Do you crave anything before, during, or after a #migraine attack? What’s your weirdest craving?
#MigraineChat https:/… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. I think this goes back to the prodrome question where I seem to crave comfort. I’ve never noticed any food type
cravings. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@Jen9Cat @beth_morton Is this that "visual snow" thing they talk about? #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A1. Oh, this reminds me of my weird trigger - the flickering of sunlight through trees in winter (bare, no leaves). Anyone else?
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: Before an attack, I get phantom smells. Usually banana bread or grape candy. I sometimes see dark spots in my
peripheral vision. During an attack, my hearing is so heightened that I hear everything but I don't know what's real and what isn't. It's
annoying. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A4: Before and during a migraine I crave dark chocolate, and it eases my pain. I realize it’s a trigger for some people. #MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @fabriKatie: @lisa3pierce @MigraineBuddy I tend to have an attack after a cleaning spree, even when not using chemicals. I've
been wonde… 

Michelle 💛 @MissDS17 
@beth_morton A2. Super sensitive to sound, super sensitive to cold breeze, especially on my face or head- even a person walking by
in AC. Probably the strangest is that I’ll experience happiness/euphoria and it will crash into a severe migraine. #migrainechat 

Migraine World Summit @MigraineSummit 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A4. I crave sweets, which is not that odd, but have noticed times when I become incredibly irritable or actually angry if
sweets aren't available. 😬 #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Yup!! This one road back home I couldn’t drive down at certain times of the day because it was like driving through a
strobe tunnel. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A4. I think this goes back to the prodrome question where I seem to crave comfort. I’ve never
noticed any f… 

High Priestess of Tinsel @Bowie655321 
@beth_morton Q4. Sugar all the way. Candy and sugary beverages are a go to for me. Before, during and after. #migrainechat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton A.3.I've smelled cigarette smoke that's definitely nowhere near my house! Again, thanks to the @amfmigraine
community I was comforted to know it was "just" part of the migraine crapheap😑 #MigraineChat 

Echo  @EDSprblms 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Yes! I have to sit on specific sides of the bus to try and minimize the impact of flickering. And in the summer, if the sun
is coming in the window that has the fan in it, it's all over. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
Oh, yes. Even in movies (I’m looking at you, Pride & Prejudice ‘95). This is especially triggering when driving as I can’t close my eyes.
#MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
A4. After a migraine attack I just want FOOD. As I usually do not eat while I am in an attack. But My go-to's are anything that has
pasta and a carmel frappe. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A3: Before an attack, I get phantom smells. Usually banana bread or grape candy. I sometimes
see dark spots in… 

Jen ⛄ @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A4. During: Ben & Jerry's Mint Cookie ice cream. The mint soothes my stomach. And, ya know, basically Oreos, which
are never wrong :) Often crave chocolate. After: a burger and salty fries or similar. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @SMauro1622: @beth_morton A4. I crave sweets, which is not that odd, but have noticed times when I become incredibly
irritable or actual… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@notfortoast Oh, man, that's not fair to smell phantom churros. #MigraineChat 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @lisa3pierce: @beth_morton A.3.I've smelled cigarette smoke that's definitely nowhere near my house! Again, thanks to the
@amfmigraine c… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
RT @SMauro1622: @beth_morton A4. I crave sweets, which is not that odd, but have noticed times when I become incredibly
irritable or actual… 

Oes @Oes01390313 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Not before or during but when I was a small person I would have a strong craving for spicy Kool-Aid pickles after. Did not want them
at any other time and haven’t had one in years so I don’t know how I’d feel about eating one now. #MigraineChat 

Rachel @hortonrachel_ 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. Do you have an unusual #migraine trigger(s)? Please share! Can you manage it in any way? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: I crave sugar before an attack, coffee during an attack, and water afterwards. Granted, these are normal for me to
eat & drink but the craving level is notably intense. #MigraineChat 

Ody_O @OdyO11 
@beth_morton A4. Chiming in late! My "migraines" aren't that classical (they are related to subluxations of my upper cervical spine),
but I guess it fits this week's topic! My weird craving after a "migraine": Eggs. Protein, maybe? #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@OwlJourney This symptom always sounds a tad scary to me- so glad it's at least "explained" by migraine. Sorry you have to deal
with that! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: Not before or during but when I was a small person I would have a strong craving for spicy Kool-Aid pickles after.
Did…

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A4: I crave sugar before an attack, coffee during an attack, and water afterwards. Granted, these
are normal fo… 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A4 cont. And I don't know if this is a craving or brain fog, but when my pain and other symptoms is/has been bad I
tend to forget food other than a small subset even exists? I'm just like "idk what to tell you, pasta and onion rings and the only food in
the world." #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @OdyO11: @beth_morton A4. Chiming in late! My "migraines" aren't that classical (they are related to subluxations of my upper
cervical… 

DrRuthGibson💙 @ruthgibson35 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
Well, check this out! A nice review on chocolate! #Migrainechat https://t.co/8fcOE8BIFm 

Jen ⛄ @Jen9Cat 
@fabriKatie @beth_morton I've never heard the term, but I'm sure it is. It's a new-ish thing for me. And sounds like it's not weird per
se, which makes me feel oddly better about it. #migrainechat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@lisa3pierce They definitely are scary. I am glad I knew they were connected to migraine. #MigraineChat 
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Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton HECK YES! One of the worst #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I also can't deal with rain/melted snow on pavement when it is sunny. Or headlights. So driving is super fun in rural nowhere. (That
said, @SMauro1622 point about public transit being no fun is noted, too.) Private drivers, for all of us? #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton *are the only food in the world  (yay typos) #MigraineChat 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@Bowie655321 @Alexandria_SZ @beth_morton @achysmileblog @BreatheMia Yeah, some of the medications can be rough. But
you’ll be happy to know we have more options now for both episodic and Chronic forms. And many find relief in non-pharmaceutical
options too. Lifestyle changes, supplements, diet modifications, etc. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton Oh yes I think it’s brain fog and pain brain and the frustration of it all. I tend to revert to “toast” just eat
toast and lay back down 😅 #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
Our bodies are so different, you trigger may not be another person's trigger at all! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. What's the strangest thing you have tried - or someone has suggested you try - to get relief from a #migraine attack?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/M8xe7P5Ccq 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@Jen9Cat @beth_morton Omg yes. The tar smell #MigraineChat 

shuaige666 @twenty_eggs 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Ody_O @OdyO11 
@beth_morton A3. Not really, I think? I've had scintillating scotoma though which only started after I started having more permanent
CNS symptoms, so I do wonder what the relationship between my symptoms is. What is the common pathway? #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Oh, I get this. I have a heightened touch craving after a migraine. And I like weighted blankets
more after two. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton I should note that I can only tolerate coffee during an attack if I've taken my Reglan first. Otherwise, it's nauseating but
I still crave it the entire time. #MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
A5:The strangest thing I have heard was to put your feet and hands in a ice bath (to distract yourself). I did not try it. #MigraineChat 

High Priestess of Tinsel @Bowie655321 
@beth_morton @SMauro1622 I wear sunglasses in the winter because sun on snow makes my head start pounding almost instantly.
Weather related symptoms are butt, to put it mildly. #migrainechat 

Ody_O @OdyO11 
@beth_morton A2. Not "classical migraines" (mine are related to subluxed upper cervical vertebrae), and I wouldn't call it my
strangest prodrome - but a clear prodrome for me is the feeling that my upper cervical vertebra is slipping laterally, e.g. when I'm lying
on my side. #MigraineChat 
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My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@cynarmandmd Yes! Very true. #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton @SMauro1622 I'm so ready to summon Jeeves #MigraineChat https://t.co/QItAIhy1KE 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. cw//sex I’m going to tie in strange and a bit rude. My sister tried to insist I needed to purchase some sex toys so
that I could orgasm my migraines away... This may work for some, but in my worst attacks the thought of being touched is miserable.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A5. During a particularly vicious attack I tried those ASMR videos. I lay in bed listening to a woman whispering about flags and
thought, "This is a new low." #MigraineChat. 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: Well, check this out! A nice review on chocolate! #Migrainechat https://t.co/8fcOE8BIFm 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton Honestly, it's my opinion that if you live in a place with snow winter is worse for photosensitivity than
summer -- all that nice* reflective white snow 😭 *Awful #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@cynarmandmd Oh, wow, thanks! #MigraineChat 

Ody_O @OdyO11 
@beth_morton A2. I used to think that my strangest migraine symptom was tremor - turned out it was clonus and made complete
sense since my upper spinal cord seems to be affected when my upper cervical vertebrae are out of place. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A4: Before a migraine, I crave foods that I know are migraine triggers for me. This has always confused me. It seems
really perverse. (And also created a chicken-and-egg conundrum in the beginning.) During a migraine I have no appetite.
#MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton @SMauro1622 in fairness I already have one in my fab son #MigraineChat #privilege 

High Priestess of Tinsel @Bowie655321 
@beth_morton A5. Someone suggested I stick my feet in mud because electromagnetic waves could be causing my migraine. It did
not help. #migrainechat 

Maija Haavisto @DiamonDie 
@beth_morton Q2. My only prodromal symptom that I'm aware of, besides visual aura (rarely), is sometimes hearing a lot of words
wrong. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@OwlJourney I’ve tried it in my sink once with an ice pack on the back of my neck and I felt like an absolute fool with cold wet feet
#MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@beth_morton @SMauro1622 I avoid this so much I did not think of it but really bright light, even sunlight, can be a trigger for me too.
Not as sensitive to fluorescent as some people are but really bright light, especially reflected off white services, can be trouble.
#MigraineChat 

Ody_O @OdyO11 
@beth_morton A1:Anything that puts stress on my cervical spine can trigger migraines. In the past, it was e.g. wearing a necklace or
a neckholder shirt. Now, it's lying on my side. I now know that my migraines are triggered by malalignment of my instable upper
cervical vertebrae #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: a coven of Wiccans did a healing spell for me to try to break a long pain flare. I figured it couldn't hurt. It did
nothing but I appreciate they cared enough to try. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A5. Someone (not a doctor) told me to get pregnant. Uhhh.... #MigraineChat https://t.co/PStd7tEWZV 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton 😳 I could not even imagine being touched either. #MigraineChat 

Amy @amylikescrafts 
@beth_morton A3. I've had lots of instances of "imaginary" sensory info over the years but my favourite and weirdest was when I saw
a raven in my peripheral vision for a while. He came and went over a three day migraine. #migrainechat 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton We’ve actually encountered this suggestion multiple times. Hormone releases and all that. But it’s
not quite conventional, is it? 😂 #MigraineChat 

Jelly @notfortoast 
@beth_morton Another “sugar” answer, during. Today I’ve tasked the Man with procuring gobstoppers. Salt after. Caffeine always.
#MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@cynarmandmd Hmmm... activation of neural reward pathways and/or anti-inflammatory properties. I just know it provides some
consistent pain reduction for me #MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
@HemingwayMuse Oh no!!! wet feet is the worst! #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton A4. Prodrome=I CRAVE ALL OF THE FOOD #MigraineChat https://t.co/Qn0UOC9Ftd 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A5. "Self massage" -- by which I'm pretty sure they meant rubbing your temples/head. And, honestly, a repetitive
brushing over my brow, down the temples, over cheeks and up the sides of my nose can *help* but is in no way abortive or curative.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@OdyO11 Halter tops, bathing suits, etc., do the same for me. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @mychronicbrain: @Bowie655321 @Alexandria_SZ @beth_morton @achysmileblog @BreatheMia Yeah, some of the
medications can be rough. But you… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: Our bodies are so different, you trigger may not be another person's trigger at all! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What's the strangest thing you have tried - or someone has suggested you try - to get relief from a #migraine
attack?… 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@amylikescrafts @beth_morton Was he friendly? #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton If they’re still offering services I would like to try this #MigraineChat 
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MigraineCollective @MigraineColl 
#AskTheCollective #migraine #migraineheadache #migrainematters #chronicmigraine #migraineawareness #migrainelife
#migraineproblems #migrainesufferers #migrainesupport #migrainerelief #migrainehelp #migrainechat #migrainemanagement
#migrainewellness #migraineur #migrainecommunity https://t.co/eWjBDkUX7v 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Also not a super-easy go-to when you've got daily or intractable symptoms #MigraineChat 

Ody_O @OdyO11 
@beth_morton A5. Oh my. Not sure. I remember that as a kid/teenager I used to hit the area that hurt most because I was so
desperate to make the pain go away and didn't know of anything that might help. Glad I understand it better by now. #MigraineChat 

Jelly @notfortoast 
@beth_morton A5. Not so much a suggestion as a desperate plea for meds at work one day. I ended up with a Xanax. My head still
hurt, but I didn’t care. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@OneSickVet This is part of the theory with chocolate - not actually a trigger, just a prodrome craving, so it gets blamed as a trigger.
It's so hard to tease out sometimes. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A5: A doctor suggested that to get migraine relief, I get married and get pregnant (I was 13). #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Drinking a Coke with protein powder in it at my uncles suggestion, it did not help. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. What is the most unusual place or situation in which you have had a #migraine attack? Were you able to treat or manage it?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/u2mKx6WQOT 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton @OdyO11 Mmm yes and sports bras with the crisscross backs #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A5 cont. Ohh! Also "have you just tried not expecting to have migraines?" #MigraineChat 

Ody_O @OdyO11 
@beth_morton Oh my. 😬 I remember that getting pregnant was also such a distant thought because I had no idea if, and how, I'd be
able to survive 9 months of migraines without pain medication. #MigraineChat 

Jen ⛄ @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A5) sex. Certainly: rolling & bouncing around & getting sweaty (etc) sounds very appealing rn.  And no, it was not
Mr. Cat who suggested it. Ha! #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @grrlintersect: @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Oh, I get this. I have a heightened touch craving after a migraine. And I like
weighted blan… 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@Alexandria_SZ 13! 😱 #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Bowie655321: @beth_morton @SMauro1622 I wear sunglasses in the winter because sun on snow makes my head start
pounding almost instantly… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What is the most unusual place or situation in which you have had a #migraine attack? Were you able to treat
or manage… 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @cynarmandmd Hmmm... activation of neural reward pathways and/or anti-inflammatory properties. I just know
it provides s… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @lisa3pierce: @beth_morton A4. Prodrome=I CRAVE ALL OF THE FOOD #MigraineChat https://t.co/Qn0UOC9Ftd 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton Why didn’t we think of that? #MigraineChat 

Ody_O @OdyO11 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton It's such a lot of work to find clothing that works for me! I tend to prioritize comfort above anything
else. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @MigraineColl: #AskTheCollective #migraine #migraineheadache #migrainematters #chronicmigraine #migraineawareness
#migrainelife #migrain… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
@Alexandria_SZ ...And honestly, in my opinion, your word is enough and will always be valid, no matter what! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: @OneSickVet This is part of the theory with chocolate - not actually a trigger, just a prodrome craving, so it gets
blamed… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What is the most unusual place or situation in which you have had a #migraine attack? Were you able to treat
or manage… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
@mychronicbrain Yep. Even then, I thought it was repulsive. #MigraineChat 

Jelly @notfortoast 
@lisa3pierce @beth_morton Wait. That could be migraine too? At least once a week I’m insatiable!! #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: I got a migraine backstage at a punk concert. The band was actually really sweet about it and gave me some
caffeine and a cold cloth to put on my head. It's actually more of a good memory tbh. #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: @Alexandria_SZ ...And honestly, in my opinion, your word is enough and will always be valid, no matter what!
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton didn’t think I’d make it. After being in the hospital they sent me back to the middle of the hot humid woods after asking
if I had a cool comfortable place to sleep. They refused to let me stay overnight. 10/10 worst experience ever. #MigraineChat 

Ody_O @OdyO11 
@beth_morton A6. Huh. Not sure. I guess maybe when I was on a multi-day trip out in the middle of nowhere? Fortunately we had
enough food, so we could just wait it out (though I remember that I was woken up at some time because I needed to help with a more
complex chore, ugh). #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton YES! I got that advice from a doc at Stanford nonetheless! (a couple of decades ago but still😅) #MigraineChat 

High Priestess of Tinsel @Bowie655321 
@beth_morton A6. It might not be strange, but I get the worst attacks when I’m trying to shop at Wal Mart. It’s a sudden ‘thwap’ and
there’s nothing I can do. And it’s usually very specifically Wal Mart 😹#migrainechat 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
@notfortoast It's not just me! I've been wanting to know for years but it's hard to know who/when/how to ask! #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What is the most unusual place or situation in which you have had a #migraine attack? Were you able to treat
or manage… 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
A6. A school bus for sure. And sadly I wasn't so 911 had to be called. #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A6: It’s so scary to experience #migraine in unusual places. First, always establish safety the best you can, while experiencing
migraine in an unusual place #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @cynarmandmd: A6: It’s so scary to experience #migraine in unusual places. First, always establish safety the best you can,
while experi… 

Amy @amylikescrafts 
@beth_morton Oh poop I forgot the tag. Sorry! #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget that between each chat, you can post questions, comments, or rants using #MigraineChatQA (or #MigraineChat) and I’ll
retweet (and answer, as applicable). We can keep the conversation and support going! Also feel free to join the FB group:
https://t.co/QgzlcMK6qg 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
Most memorable, walking back to my dorm room after class through the cordon of evangelical proselytizers. They very much wanted
to engage, I very much did not. And mostly I just fled and warded them off with my hands like they had cooties. #MigraineChat 

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney 
RT @cynarmandmd: A6: It’s so scary to experience #migraine in unusual places. First, always establish safety the best you can,
while experi… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thank you all for being here today! Chatting with you during #MigraineChat is honestly one of the highlights of my month! 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
@beth_morton Thanks for hosting @beth_morton & @cynarmandmd! #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Thank you! I always look forward to it too. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A6. Probably not that unusual, but I have definitely slept off a migraine under my desk in my minuscule office in grad
school. #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
@mychronicbrain @beth_morton Thanks! I came along for the ride! All @beth_morton ! #MigraineChat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
A6: Have reliable meds? Keep them handy i.e. your wallet, purse, car, office #MigraineChat 
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Jelly @notfortoast 
@beth_morton A6. It’s been many years since I’ve gone anywhere without medicating first, so nothing too unusual. Christmas
migraines, with my guy’s family do me in. Lots of loud sisters. I go upstairs and lie down, it’s embarrassing and unmanageable.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Yes! For me, this means having a "migraine" emergency kit. I also keep a letter for the ER from my headache specialist and important
contact/medical info when I travel. I've written about this with @achysmileblog in @MyChronicBrain! #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@cynarmandmd @mychronicbrain @beth_morton Thanks for coming! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@cynarmandmd Thank you for joining us! Please always feel welcome to come back! #MigraineChat 

Adele Jayde @hawkeye2_ 
A6. On a felucca in Egypt. A tiny boat with no walls or bathroom. 😂 thankfully I was prepared and had a cooling headband that I
poured my bottled water on, an eye mask and some codeine and I curled up close to the edge in case I needed to throw up and just
slept. #migrainechat 

Amy @amylikescrafts 
@beth_morton A5. Did you ever see the "ice cubes in banana peel trick" that went round the internet a while back? My old landlord
told me to try that. Almost more laughable was the headache specialist neuro who said "just take a paracetamol!"though 😂
#migrainechat 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
Thats great! Also keep a #migriane action plan in there written by your doc! #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton A5. Where to begin with the well-meaning suggestions... Everyone has a great aunt, nextdoor neighbor's dog-walker..
who completely "cured" migraine with *Hydration *Excedrin *Getting better sleep *____ Diet *Multi-level marketed fragrance (They
mean well) #MigraineChat 

Jen ⛄ @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A6) Wedding reception as part of the wedding party. ALL the rum & coke. I'd hoped it would make me care less in the
moment & knew it would be worse the following morning. I was more right about the following morning. Made it thru. Never. Again.
#migrainechat 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton Hi--so sorry I'm late, but I've been DYING to share this one! A3: The tale of Lisa's Migraine-Related Hellboy Arm.
#migrainechat 

Amy @amylikescrafts 
@fabriKatie @beth_morton Hm, hard to say. I don't think he was *un*friendly. Quite aloof though. Fair enough, I guess he had his
cool raven image to uphold. #MigraineChat 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton A3: Alice in Wonderland syndrome is a kind of sensory hallucination that makes you feel like your body parts are
growing/shrinking, or your surroundings are changing. Here’s a good description. #migrainechat https://t.co/3OS25hWLAo 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton ...Years ago I got an Alice in Wonderland effect. My forearm suddenly felt like Hellboy’s. Hellboy comics were about a
baby demon rescued from another dimension by a good scientist fighting Nazi occult efforts in WWII and raised to be a good
guy....#migrainechat 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton Hellboy’s a cigar-chomping, beer-drinking, kitten-loving hero with a stone arm as old as time and a gift for one-liners.
(This clip not suitable for small children) #migrainechat https://t.co/dDJYiSCJ8a 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Signing off for a bit, but will be back to check on any late responses to #MigraineChat in a bit. No worries - answer when you have
time! 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton ...my arm suddenly felt like Hellboy-arm. I thought it was the funniest thing ever--my arm LOOKED the same, but felt
like it should fall through the bed, the floor, the foundation, and a few levels of earth’s crust. #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Adele Jayde @hawkeye2_ 
A1. Not unusual, just extra sensitive. Coffee. As in if someone has used the coffee then the sugar and I accidentally get one granule
in my tea I will be sick for days. & flickering light. Whether it’s a gif or a dying light or sunlight flickering through clouds. #migrainechat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: A6: Have reliable meds? Keep them handy i.e. your wallet, purse, car, office #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @beth_morton: Yes! For me, this means having a "migraine" emergency kit. I also keep a letter for the ER from my headache
specialist and… 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @cynarmandmd: Thats great! Also keep a #migriane action plan in there written by your doc! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
RT @smithbrainz: @beth_morton A3: Alice in Wonderland syndrome is a kind of sensory hallucination that makes you feel like your
body parts… 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton #Migraine attack lasted maybe a day or so; my amusement at having Hellboy-arm is eternal. (Thanks to
@perlmutations for making Hellboy so funny that I laughed during a skull-crusher of an attack.) #migrainechat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton A6. I was in charge, addressing a packed church on First Communion Sunday. Got to that searing pain, near-puking
point, abruptly left the altar looking condifent/care-free, whispered to a woman who could *deal with it* to take charge, walked out the
back and puked #MigraineChat 

Jelly @notfortoast 
@grrlintersect I wonder if peanuts in coke would tho, or if that’s just a weird craving! Non-advice, just thinking about how they did that
in the south, and your love of flavors 💜. It always sounded gross, until just now! #MigraineChat 

Adele Jayde @hawkeye2_ 
A4. Coca-Cola. Don’t normally touch the stuff but during a migraine or after a seizure all I want is post mix coke. Specifically post mix
and I have definitely sent people to a fast food chain to get me some. 😆 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton A62. (walked back in 5 minutes later and took over- you all can probably relate in some way!) #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton This is excellent! Such empathetic care too! #MigraineChat 

Adriana @AdriaCL1 
@beth_morton A1: IKEA. Which is sad because I love going there. Can manage with wearing sunglasses while there. #migrainechat 

Ms. Dirty Bird 4-12😩 🌹❤ ⚫🔴⚫🔴❤⚫❤ @AtldbirdzB 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 
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Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@cynarmandmd Yes! I keep wanting to switch to a small stylin' "lipstick and credit card" purse. But where does the water bottle go?
Sunglasses? Meds? Extra layer? Snacks? All of these are the *minimum* to help me feel safe enough to even leave the house!
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@Bowie655321 @beth_morton Woah! Makes having London as a trigger seem a lot less niche! #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@beth_morton Thank you for hosting. This was great! And I feel honored and "seen" to have @cynarmandmd here! #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton @grrlintersect Eyeglasses/sunglasses - I have to be very picky about lightweight ones that do not even touch, let
alone squeeze, my temples nor put too much pressure on the bridge of my nose #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@cynarmandmd Thank you for being here Dr. Armand- you're a rockstar #MigraineChat 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@beth_morton Someone insisted cutting up limes and putting them on my forehead would help. I’ll try a lot of stuff but that was just
too much. #MigraineChat 

Mothra of Migraines @Mar_Wetzel 
@beth_morton I get this bad. I’m always so happy if it’s cloudy on a day we’re driving. #MigraineChat 

Shawna Spain @likesevenspoon 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Bookworm Yogi - Copyeditor ~on medical leave @bookworm_yogi 
@cynarmandmd @Alexandria_SZ This is my lifeline! I sometimes feel like a walking pharmacy!!! #MigraineChat 

Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
#MigraineChat 

Chris Dauphin @cdauphin 
@beth_morton The last major migraine I had was in winter. I wound up sitting in front of a ceramic heater and basically meditated with
deep breathing letting the heat surround and relax me. It's the only time I've ever had a migraine subside from something I did
deliberately #migrainechat 

Migraine Strong @MigraineStrong1 
@beth_morton A1: Ripe melon of any kind and Coach cologne for men. When I smell, within minutes I get a numb tongue and then
numb hands followed by numb feet. And I slur my speech. So much fun when out with friends. 😕 #MigraineChat 

Migraine Strong @MigraineStrong1 
@OdyO11 @beth_morton Yes! Anything that puts any pressure on my neck too. I really like necklaces, so that’s a bummer.
#MigraineChat 

Migraine Strong @MigraineStrong1 
@beth_morton A2: Doritos...not strange exactly, but what I crave every time. Sometimes Cheetos.  ♀  #MigraineChat 
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gender flood they/he @qeelsbeen 
@beth_morton #migrainechat q2 Least favorite: I get cranky and MEAN. I try really hard to realize that's what it is before I open my
mouth, bc once I do I can be really cruel. 😭 If I can catch myself before I start, I can just go sit alone quietly in misery for a bit. 

gender flood they/he @qeelsbeen 
#migrainechat q2 One I actually notice more often is I can no longer words and my spatial awareness goes, making me more clumsy
and lots of typos when typing. 

Migraine Strong @MigraineStrong1 
@beth_morton A2: grumpiness and a weird feeling of having a tickle-y hair in the corner of my eye. I also will have every drink tasting
like root beer. Then I know it’s a bad one coming. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Strong @MigraineStrong1 
@beth_morton A3: every liquid tasting like root beer. So strange. #MigraineChat 

Emily @emily_baumbach 
@beth_morton A1. Being in the car (or bus, train, etc.). A lot of my migraines are triggered from my neck, so wearing my neck brace
helps this trigger some? As in, the migraine won’t be as bad, but it’ll still happen. I don’t go out much anymore #migrainechat 

Emily @emily_baumbach 
@OdyO11 @beth_morton Oh yeah, I feel this one. Even the wrong ice pack on my neck/forehead will trigger a worse attack for me if
I’m not super careful. #MigraineChat 

Emily @emily_baumbach 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 

Emily @emily_baumbach 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 

Emily @emily_baumbach 
@beth_morton Sorry, that was A5. #MigraineChat 

Michelle Rincón @ellerinc7 
@beth_morton Before: Sugar for sure. Chocolate and anything sweet. Whether that’s a soda, never-ending chocolate, or candy in
general I crave it. During: nothing, I get so nauseous. After: I’m normally starving after the migraine dissipates. #migrainechat 

Michelle Rincón @ellerinc7 
@beth_morton A2. Prodrome: I get really foggy all day and become very forgetful. Spouts of dizziness for sure. Strangest migraine
symptom: nausea and some weakness in my left hand. #MigraineChat 

Ryann Writes     @author_ryann 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

My Chronic Brain @mychronicbrain 
RT @beth_morton: Yes! For me, this means having a "migraine" emergency kit. I also keep a letter for the ER from my headache
specialist and… 

this is a class war @PoppyinLondon 
@beth_morton A2. Sometimes I get very hyper, manic, and cheerful for a few hours before a migraine attack. It's as if my body burns
through as much energy as possible and then crashes spectacularly. #migrainechat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A1: An unusual trigger for me is gardening. I think it is the forward, leant, tilted position of my head/neck which is the
trigger for my headaches. Unfortunately most of the time after gardening I suffer. #MigraineChat 

Emily @emily_baumbach 
@beth_morton Also I’m so so so privileged to have been able to access TMS therapy and biofeedback, they’re super expensive,
alternative therapies that my insurance covered because of co-existing conditions I have (depression and POTS). I know they work
wonders for some #MigraineChat 
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Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Preparation is key with unpredictable chronic diseases. Have a migraine action plan so you don’t have to worry about what to do
when a #MigraineAttack hits. 

Selene, DO  @selenejDO 
I tried for so long to be a minimal purse girl but ultimately I realized this is why I can’t. I get teased for always having pain meds on me
but hey, I got myself and everyone else covered  ♀  and refuse to go out without sunglasses. 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A2: unsure if this symptom is familiar with others, but before a Headache episode, I sometimes get red itchy watery
eyes. #MigraineChat 

NatMigraineCentre @NatMigraineCtr 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Grumpy Pug (Kate)💜 @GrumpyPug17 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Britt Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
RT @beth_morton: A5. Someone (not a doctor) told me to get pregnant. Uhhh.... #MigraineChat https://t.co/PStd7tEWZV 

Britt Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What's the strangest thing you have tried - or someone has suggested you try - to get relief from a #migraine
attack?… 

Britt Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
@beth_morton Thank you, I just discovered #MigraineChat and this is amazing. I don't feel so alone about it. 💚 

Britt Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
RT @OneSickVet: @beth_morton A6. Probably not that unusual, but I have definitely slept off a migraine under my desk in my
minuscule office… 

Shelley Savatgy @ShelSavatgy 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
@bookworm_yogi @Alexandria_SZ Nothing like being prepared! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@BrittGratreak Yay! Join us on the first Monday of every month at 1pm ET!! We have a different #MigraineChat topic each time. 

Cynthia E. Armand, MD @cynarmandmd 
@lisa3pierce Sweater around the waist, stylish crossbody with room for all! Belt bag if have shoulder pain! That water bottle though! I
know! #MigraineChat 

Britt Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
@beth_morton A6: Cadaver lab in med school was maybe the weirdest place for me. I just suffered through because taking any extra
time would be terrible and it thoroughly sucked. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@khalidlogi Yes! For me, indoor migraine glasses help with fluorescent lighting. I've tried three brands and think they all help! (They
also help me with electronics.) #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton I always seem to miss #MigraineChat. Hello from several hours later! I live in southern Illinois with my spouse and two
cats 
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Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A1: I think my most unusual migraine trigger is leaving the house. Though that isn't very unusual. The lights, noise,
movemebt, activity are not good for my head. #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A2: my strangest symptom is probably clumsiness. Dropping things used to often be the first indication I would have
that I was going to get a migraine attack. #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A3: spiders and bugs. It was wild and scary the first few times but know I just know it's a migraine attack thing.
#MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@fabriKatie Definitely! It is alarming and feels so wrong and unnatural. Ugh. Definitely a jerk move by your body. #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A5: capsaicin nasal spray (sometimes helps). Weird neck thing that inflated--was supposed to be like traction. Salt
lamp. Banana on my forehead. Cream of tartar under my tongue. Green light. Ice cream headache. Binaural beats. I am sure I am
missing some. #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@OwlJourney Yes, forgot this one. Tried it. And no, it didn't help. #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@fabriKatie  At the thinking "this is a new low." There is a lot of that with the "remedies." #MigraineChat 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A6: at a drag pageant. 😅 One of my friends from my teen years is now a drag queen and organizes pageants. It was
great fun but the noise, lights, and me drinking gave me a migraine. Was worth it though. #MigraineChat 

Julie Atwood @jmatwood 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What's the strangest thing you have tried - or someone has suggested you try - to get relief from a #migraine
attack?… 

Krista 👻 @Kristacatlady 
@GrumpyPug17 @beth_morton Yup, sooooooo many supplements. There was some "banana on the forehead" crap going around fb
a, few years ago. I try most of the weird ones. They at least make all these migraine attacks a little more amusing. #MigraineChat 

R @rachelciarra 
@beth_morton A2. Complete blindness in one eye. And I mean actual blindness. The aurora happens in the other eye about 5
minutes later and the pain also happens on the opposite side of blinded eye about 30 minutes later. #MigraineChat 

Milady Migraine+MS @MiladyMigraine 
@beth_morton A5. #MigraineChat Hypnosis Meditation - not meditation as in mindfulness or breathing techniques. Meditation as in
join a monastery or group. Orgasm Essential Oils

Ginny Scamander @ginnyscamander 
A5: A family member asked me which direction does my head face, because facing North can cause headaches. I AM NOT
KIDDING. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ginnyscamander Oh, this might win. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@jmatwood @OneSickVet I tried it preventively and it did nothing. I started using the acute model/setting recently and it actually
helps. I’m basically surviving on zapping various nerves (gammaCore helps, too)! #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
@beth_morton A 2: My strangest prodrome symptom is smelling fish 🐟  Strangest migraine symptom  Temporary blindness
probably and how I can always tell when a cleaning product is being used #MigraineChat 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
@beth_morton A3: Yes!!! I’ve seen things that are not there. Also, I get random smells of fish, specifically a can of tuna fish. Once I
went around the office asking if someone was eating a tuna fish sandwich and then an hour later I get a bad migraine. #migrainechat 

Britt Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
RT @mychronicbrain: @Bowie655321 @beth_morton You should probably mention this one to your doctor. Hemiplegic Migraine can
present with wea… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
@beth_morton A5: In the very beginning right before my migraine attacks became chronic, someone told me the salted lemon juice.
They claimed the salt mixed with the tart would get rid of the pain. They were so terribly wrong. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 @migrainesallday 
A1: I have a few! The weirdest though is if I’m wearing pants/jeans/etc and they sit/rest on my stomach. I’ll get a migraine attack in
less than 30 minutes from that. It’s so strange. The other is if my hair is pulled back or in a headband for too long #MigraineChat 

Mimi_Do @atresskaye 
I LOVE #Godzilla but I can't #WATCH it...i have a horrendous #MigraineChat good thing I have zfioracet. Man my head is #Pounding
#HARDSTYLEcan barely listen 2 #Music today.#Wishez Though. #Prayers that always works. #LaborDayWeekend2020 

Cheri Patrick-Wilson📚🎨😷  @KidzFirstPtbo 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Daith piercing, acupuncture, acupressure, essential oils, homemade ginger ale, juice fasts, drinking
salt water, sitting on bathroom counter with feet in hot water and ice on head. 

Cindy 신디🍀 シンディ @AutumnMistDance 
@MigraineSummit EXTREME light, sound & smell sensitivity! Neck pain~blurred vision~loss of balance~vertigo~dizziness,  & 
~sinus pain~fatigue ~irritability~upset stomach & mind fog. The pain is so severe I🚫think~I have🚫memory~I’m in a fog or dazed
state #MigraineMonday #MigraineChat https://t.co/cC8VTv80xs 

Migraine Buddy @MigraineBuddy 
RT @lisa3pierce: A.2 Burst of focused energy. When I'm cleaning the ceiling fans, it's time to prepare the night stand! Shout out to
@Migra… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ceruleanot I’m always extra sad to see the leaves fall! And yes, cloudy days are the best for driving. My other trigger is sun on wet
roads (after the rain or if there is melted snow). #MigraineChat 

Cheri Patrick-Wilson📚🎨😷  @KidzFirstPtbo 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Cigarette smoke, cat pee. 

Kay Castaneda @kay_castaneda 
@beth_morton Someone told me to get Botox. Epsom salt baths. Tried that but it didn't make my migraine go away. My skin felt good
though. Peyote, red pepper lotion,positive thinking! "If you want that migraine gone, it will." A cold shower with Vicks didn't work.
#MigraineChat #migraine 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@cynarmandmd We need to make water bottles carabiner- clipped to our belt loops a *thing*! (Although I've dry- swallowed the
Gabapentin horse pills in a pinch😅💯) #MigraineChat 

Lisa Slevin Pierce😷 @lisa3pierce 
@notfortoast @beth_morton It's another prodome symptom I didn't identify until I saw it added to the official lists! That's one I've
always had over the decades- It's like I'm *driven*! #MigraineChat 

Maija Haavisto @DiamonDie 
@beth_morton Q5. I used to treat my migraines with a beta blocker, abortively, not preventively. It actually worked well for me, until I
stopped tolerating beta blockers because of chronic hypoglycemia. Later tried BB eye drops, which has some evidence in migraine,
no effect. #MigraineChat 

beautifulmessyball @Chanel732 
RT @cynarmandmd: A1:#Migraine is a brain disorder, a trigger increases the likelihood of an attack, not the cause of an attack. I've
come… 
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NatMigraineCentre @NatMigraineCtr 
Have a question on gut health linked to migraine? Ask us your questions now! #QuestionHour #guthealth #migraine
#migraineawarenessweek #MigraineChat #selfcare #selfcareandmigraine #SelfCareSeptember https://t.co/42jefHZ5Tr 

Jessica Briscoe @jessiebris 
RT @NatMigraineCtr: Have a question on gut health linked to migraine? Ask us your questions now! #QuestionHour #guthealth
#migraine #migr… 

Natrella Bot @natrellabot 
RT @NatMigraineCtr: Have a question on gut health linked to migraine? Ask us your questions now! #QuestionHour #guthealth
#migraine #migr… 

Katy Munro @KatyMunro1 
RT @NatMigraineCtr: Have a question on gut health linked to migraine? Ask us your questions now! #QuestionHour #guthealth
#migraine #migr… 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @NatMigraineCtr: Have a question on gut health linked to migraine? Ask us your questions now! #QuestionHour #guthealth
#migraine #migr… 

Dr Shilpa Patel @DrShilpaPatel 
RT @NatMigraineCtr: Have a question on gut health linked to migraine? Ask us your questions now! #QuestionHour #guthealth
#migraine #migr… 

Torus Wellbeing Clinic @ClinicTorus 
It’s Migraine Awareness Week. Did you know if you can manage it, exercise can help, so can drinking water and improving sleep
quality? Try reducing stress and minimising noise and light too. #migraineawareness #MigraineChat #support
https://t.co/EHsPgBeXdW 

@BNI10Wed @bni10wed 
Thank you @ClinicTorus for the advice. We know how bad migraines can be. 

Frank Patrick @piper_frank 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever heard, smelled, or seen something that wasn’t really there, either before or during a #migraine
attack?… 

Frank Patrick @piper_frank 
RT @KidzFirstPtbo: @beth_morton #MigraineChat Cigarette smoke, cat pee. 

Montefiore Health System @MontefioreNYC 
RT @cynarmandmd: Thats great! Also keep a #migriane action plan in there written by your doc! #MigraineChat
https://t.co/hXe9seZryp 

Montefiore Health System @MontefioreNYC 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What is the most unusual place or situation in which you have had a #migraine attack? Were you able to treat
or manage… 

MigraineCollective @MigraineColl 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What's the strangest thing you have tried - or someone has suggested you try - to get relief from a #migraine
attack?… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Since weird prodrome symptoms were a topic of #MigraineChat yesterday and some people didn’t realize yawning was one of them...
here are are few others: https://t.co/2X16SylIwG Did you know that needing to pee more or mood changes can be part of your
prodrome? #MigraineChatQA 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
There is also a theory that some food “triggers” are actually cravings we get during the premonitory phase & falsely blame for attacks.
In other words, we crave chocolate, then get a migraine attack. We think it’s chocolate that is the trigger when the attack had already
begun. 
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Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: There is also a theory that some food “triggers” are actually cravings we get during the premonitory phase &
falsely blame… 

arlie || the bitter truth expert @lostinamy 
RT @beth_morton: There is also a theory that some food “triggers” are actually cravings we get during the premonitory phase &
falsely blame… 

Emily Suess @EmilySuess 
RT @beth_morton: There is also a theory that some food “triggers” are actually cravings we get during the premonitory phase &
falsely blame… 

Schottlandball @Semilocon 
RT @cynarmandmd: Well, check this out! A nice review on chocolate! #Migrainechat https://t.co/8fcOE8BIFm https://t.co/0EPr63xicm 

Schottlandball @Semilocon 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: @cynarmandmd Hmmm... activation of neural reward pathways and/or anti-inflammatory properties. I just know
it provides s… 

Jacy Sonne 💜 @MommaJacy 
It's like I crave the chocolate endorphins for pain, and then bam, a major migraine. 

Jacy Sonne 💜 @MommaJacy 
RT @beth_morton: @OneSickVet This is part of the theory with chocolate - not actually a trigger, just a prodrome craving, so it gets
blamed… 

Hope Henderson @hoperhenderson 
@beth_morton I think flickering lights are a common trigger! Any kind of flickering light is really irritating to my sense and can be a
trigger #MigraineChat 

Hope Henderson @hoperhenderson 
@beth_morton Big negative mood shift. #MigraineChat 

Jessica Littles @jlittles13 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is your strangest #migraine prodrome symptom (i.e., warning sign of an impending migraine attack)?
What about y… 

NatMigraineCentre @NatMigraineCtr 
Have a question on ‘Nutrition and Migraine? Ask us your questions now! ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇  #QuestionHour #nutrition #migraine
#migraineawarenessweek #MigraineChat #selfcare #selfcareandmigraine #SelfCareSeptember #Neurology https://t.co/LsiEXGW1Rb 

Kylie Salmon @Salmok37Kylie 
RT @ClinicTorus: It’s Migraine Awareness Week. Did you know if you can manage it, exercise can help, so can drinking water and
improving sl… 

NatMigraineCentre @NatMigraineCtr 
RT @NatMigraineCtr: Have a question on ‘Nutrition and Migraine? Ask us your questions now! ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇  #QuestionHour
#nutrit… 

Katy Munro @KatyMunro1 
RT @NatMigraineCtr: Have a question on ‘Nutrition and Migraine? Ask us your questions now! ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇  #QuestionHour
#nutrit… 

Heads Up Podcast @HeadsUpNMC 
RT @NatMigraineCtr: Have a question on ‘Nutrition and Migraine? Ask us your questions now! ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇  #QuestionHour
#nutrit… 

Lord Hiroshima Twinkie @HRMbowplease 
It’s really heartbreaking when you gat a migraine and have to leave work and people are judging your situation and holding your
disability against you. #migrainechat #migraine #migraineawareness 
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Dr Alexandria Szeman: Award-Winning Author @Alexandria_SZ 
A6d: I regularly participate in Twitter chats, like #SayftyChat, #MigraineChat, #CSAQT, #SexAbuseChat, #BookMarketingChat, and
#TwitterSmarter. I've been doing some of these chats since they started on Twitter, and I've formed communities there.
#BookMarketingChat 

SmutMerchant™ ❤Mischa Eliot  #Erotica #Author @mischa_eliot 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: A6d: I regularly participate in Twitter chats, like #SayftyChat, #MigraineChat, #CSAQT, #SexAbuseChat,
#BookMarketingCha… 

BadRedhead Media LLC 💃Write|Brand|Market|Repeat💃 @BadRedheadMedia 
RT @Alexandria_SZ: A6d: I regularly participate in Twitter chats, like #SayftyChat, #MigraineChat, #CSAQT, #SexAbuseChat,
#BookMarketingCha… 
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